2007 bmw 3 series review

Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. You gave us all
the information on the vehicle ahead of time. We went as soon as we could and bought the car.
It has all the safety features I wanted for a 16 year old for sure. Exactly what we were looking for
plus super low mileage. I love my car! So friggin happy! Merry Christmas to meeeee! Great first
car fun and fast best value for the price. The bmw 3 series coupe is a beautiful sleek car. The i is
powerful and smooth while the I a call game everyday car. The m3 is a powerful v8 beast.
Ultimate driving machine. Equipped with leather heated seats sunroof. Power seats. All wheel
drive. The 2 door and have that sporty look. The 4 doors have that ugly bubble look. Really Fun
Car To Own Great Fun â€” Love this car, gets looks all the time, runs great and is comfortable,
love it when the top is down, looks sleek. This car is so tight when the top is up you actually
think it is a hardtop and not a convertible. The m is superb! The handling, power, tech, comfort,
and appearance are unparalleled with any car in its class. Read More. Beautiful design, very
comfy, dynamic engine, drives smooth but its a bit too noisy inside for my taste. If you are
looking for a reliable sporty car this is it! That is the perfect car for me. But I still waiting for a
goo deal. This is m 3rd BMW 3 series and I am most impressed how much they have improved it
over time. Super smooth ride, excellent informant system, moving the unlock button to the
doors instead of the cente My BMW d is 6 years old with , miles. Other than normal wear
maintenance and upkeep I have had absolutely no issues. I will continue to be a loyal BMW
buyer in the future. The three series is I love my e. It has a lot of power and great on gas. The
ride is unbelievable. The car is beautiful but prior research showed that this series vehicle has
repetitive engine issues. I was not interested in expensive reoccurring issues so I did not
purchase this vehicle. Not too good , selected car clearly had an accident but nor the add or
Carfax picked up on the obvious damage. Have you driven a BMW 3 Series? Rank This Car.
User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. GuruG
writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Jan writes:. RyanG35 writes:. Is this helpful? Brennan
writes:. Rami writes:. Candyman writes:. Benjamin says:. Excellent,driving,and handling,love
the coupe!! Guy says:. My xi AWD stick shift coupe is stylish, much more nimble than the
Maxima and the most planted car at high speed I have ever been in. Absolutely love how solid
the doors close, how there is no body roll going into off ramps and the steering is more
communicative than the Maximas. Fabulous is NE winter! Handling Ranked Nissan Maxima
worse. Would Buy Ranked Nissan Maxima worse. Ibract says:. Back Seats Ranked Audi A4
worse. Ray writes:. Back Seats:. Pros: Love the look of the car. Cons: Small problems. Reviews
From Other Years. Read all BMW 3 Series reviews. Read all 5 BMW 3 Series reviews. Read all 8
BMW 3 Series reviews. Cars compared to BMW 3 Series. Related Models For Sale. Other Years.
Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used 3 Series in your area? All wheel drive
1 of 1 people found this review helpful. The 4 doors have that ugly bubble look 0 of 1 people
found this review helpful. Steering is more connected feeling and the sport seats hold me
better. Pros: Love the look of the car Cons: Small problems 5 of 5 people found this review
helpful. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Straight forward,
believable and easy to deal with. We bought the vehicle with a price we could both agree on. AJ
is very professional and knowledgeable. He was very thorough in explaining the workings of the
car. Fast and professional, asked all the right questions on the Corvette I was interested in
purchasing. Did not buy, but was impressed with the quickness of response for requests for
documents and reports. I had a great stress free experience. All paperwork was done quickly
and efficiently. Only took about an hour and I was on my way driving my new car. Awesome
people. I strongly recommend Value Motors. Fred was great to work with. He followed through
on an issue before I purchased vehicle. He was very fair. He made my car buying easy and a
pleasant non stressful experience. Great experience with Frank. He didn't realize there was an
issue with the car, so he made sure he fixed it on the dealers dime so I would have no problem.
Very satisfied. Honest guy and patient! Ended up trading in my car and got a new one from
them. Thanks guys! Dealer responded quickly to my inquiry. I didn't purchase the car so had no
further contact with the dealer. I received a call back on the pickup and was given a few positive
options on purchasing it. Great place to shop for a good used vehicle. We're working on a
vehicle now with them and it's been great how they've explained the finer details to us about
what to look for when buying used. Very professional and courteous and Anastasia did the
checks for us and printed off the paperwork showing the details. You won't be disappointed!! I
travelled there from Squamish to see a car. I pulled up to an automobile graveyard full of cars
crammed bumper to bumper in the lot. The car I was excited to see, as it sparkled in the add was tucked in the corner, impossible to get out, four flat tires and very ravaged by the time that
was not represented in the add. The whole trip was a fantastic three-hour tour of greater
Vancouver. I wish I could give it an 8th of a star - only because, as promised, they technically
had "cars". Sales person was very helpful, Made it easy for us, Great service and we found our

car! What a great experience. I bought it in anew West and got it checked out in Victoria. Open
and transparent they were and made me feel great the whole transaction. Great experience, very
thoughtful and knowledgeable. Responded quickly to my requests and questions. COVID safety
procedures were used and the experience was stress free. Quick response but responded about
the wrong vehicle. Now that being said it was a Ram vs that both just came onto the lot. Very
friendly and knowledgeable staff, great overall experience, thank you for making my car buying
experience exceptional! We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos,
our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km
km km km Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Request Information. Image Not Available. Negotiable , km. Show nearby BMW 3
Series dealers, expert reviews, and more. Flex Car Auto Group. Zagros Auto Sales. My BMW d is
6 years old with , miles. Other than normal wear maintenance and upkeep I have had absolutely
no issues. I will continue to be a loyal BMW buyer in the future. The three series is a good
combination of great engineering driving satisfaction sporty with a little bit of luxury. BMW
stands up to its reputation of the ultimate driv Read more. I drove a Dodge, and a Chevy, before
driving this car not my first bimmer btw and they are NOT problem-free vehicles ei Overall I
think this is a nice model year. Why Use CarGurus? Fully deserving of its popularity, the BMW 3
Series sets the standard for overall driving enjoyment, luxury and refinement in four different
luxury segments. Only its high price will give you pause. To date, a scant few have been able to
accomplish the latter. And even when that happens, this Bavarian classic has consistently
retaken its crown. Last year saw the addition of a very potent twin-turbo engine and the arrival
of fully up-to-date coupe and convertible models. The BMW 3 Series carries over mostly
unchanged and despite fierce competition, retains its benchmark status. If you're in the market
for an entry-level luxury car, chances are there's a 3 Series to consider. There are four body
styles, two engines, two transmissions and a choice of rear- or all-wheel drive. Regardless of
configuration, this BMW lives up to its "ultimate driving machine" tag line with an unparalleled
mix of driving ease and proficiency. Even the convertible model manages to retain much of the
3's handling pedigree, despite its added weight and loss of structural rigidity. In several
comparison tests Edmunds. We placed the Infiniti G35 Sport above the i sedan in one test, but
that was due to the substantial price premium commanded by the Bimmer. Even when
discussing driving enjoyment, most deliver at a level that many consumers will find extremely
rewarding and downright fun. Still, the BMW 3 Series remains the benchmark. As always, it
provides a tremendous mix of handling, ride quality, performance, luxury and styling. Heck, it's
even pretty fuel efficient. For an entry-level luxury car, this is our top choice. A compact
entry-level luxury car, the BMW 3 Series is available in sedan, coupe, hardtop convertible and
wagon body styles. All come in a rear-wheel-drive i trim level, while the coupe, sedan and
wagon also come in all-wheel-drive xi trim. In addition, the convertible, coupe and sedan are
available as the rear-drive i, and the sedan and coupe are available as the all-wheel-drive xi.
Standard equipment on the models includes inch alloy wheels, heated side mirrors, a sunroof,
leatherette upholstery, real walnut wood trim, automatic climate control and a speaker CD
stereo with an auxiliary audio jack. Coupe and convertible versions of the come with slightly
more equipment. The coupe also has a sport-tuned suspension while the convertible has a
power-retractable hardtop. In addition to its more powerful engine, the model has power front
seats and a premium Harman Kardon Logic 7 sound system. Most 3 Series cars you encounter
on dealer lots will be equipped with the Premium Package, and many will have both the
Premium and Sport Packages. The Premium Package provides leather upholstery heat-reflective
in the convertible , a full set of auto-dimming mirrors, Bluetooth, BMW Assist telematics, and on
models, power seats. The Sport Package specifies a firmer suspension on convertibles, sedans
and wagons, along with larger wheels, performance tires, sport seats and a higher top-speed
limiter. Stand-alone extras include an iDrive-based navigation system with real-time traffic
updates, active steering, adaptive cruise control, keyless startup known as Comfort Access ,
heated front seats and satellite radio. Paddle shifters can be added to models equipped with the
automatic transmission and the Sport Package. You can also replace the standard walnut
interior accents with either light poplar or aluminum trim at no additional cost. The BMW i and xi
are powered by a 3. The i and xi are powered by a heavily modified, twin-turbocharged version
of the same 3. A six-speed manual is the standard gearbox and a six-speed automatic is
optional. In performance testing, the turbocharged 3 Series sedan and coupe raced up to 60

mph in fewer than 5 seconds -- about the same as the last M3. The heavier xi and convertible i
are a tad slower. Expect the i to be in the midsecond range, which is hardly pokey. Despite its
potent power plants, the 3 Series remains fuel efficient. The gets about mpg in the city and mpg
on the highway, depending on the body style, transmission and drivetrain. Standard safety
equipment on the BMW 3 Series includes antilock disc brakes, dynamic brake control, stability
control, run-flat tires, front-seat side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. The
convertible lacks the side curtains, but the regular front side airbags extend up to head level
and there are also pop-up rollover hoops. The stability control system integrates several
features designed to improve braking performance, such as periodically wiping the brake rotors
when the windshield wipers are in use wet brakes don't stop so well and snugging the pads to
the rotors when the driver abruptly lifts off the throttle, which quickens brake responsiveness.
In government crash tests, the sedan and wagon received four out of five stars for frontal
collision protection and five stars for side protection. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
frontal-offset crash testing, both the sedan and convertible received the highest rating of
"Good. There's no going wrong with either of the engines available in the BMW 3 Series. The
standard, normally aspirated engine is a little light on low-end torque, but it moves the car
around smartly and provides slightly better mileage. Meanwhile, the twin-turbo engine provides
the kind of acceleration formerly associated with the high-performance M3. No matter which
model you choose, the 3 Series' world-class suspension, steering and brakes will provide hours
of entertainment on twisty two-lane highways. Beyond simply feeling rock-solid when hustled
around turns, this car communicates with the driver in a manner that inspires confidence no
matter what kind of driving you're doing. At the same time, the 3 Series is an ideal long-distance
cruiser, delivering both a comfortably controlled ride and a quiet cabin environment. The 3
Series interiors provide a restrained show of luxury. Though a tad plain, the emphasis, through
items such as supportive seats and clean analog gauges, is on driver comfort and involvement.
Materials are high in quality and build quality is exceptional; indeed, even the standard
leatherette vinyl upholstery looks and feels better than one would expect. The convertible's
available industry-first heat-reflective leather does a wonderful job of keeping occupants'
posteriors cool. We'd steer clear of the optional navigation system, though, as its
accompanying iDrive interface is very unintuitive. The front seats have enough firm support to
ward off fatigue during a day's worth of driving, while the rear seats are adequately roomy for
adults on shorter trips and plenty accommodating for children. Trunk space is average in
sedans and coupes, while the wagon offers a maximum cargo capacity of 61 cubic feet. The
convertible offers a reasonable cargo hold when the hardtop is up, but it shrinks considerably
when the top is lowered. It's hard to make a name for yourself when your big brother's always
the center of attention. Just ask the BMW i sedan, which seems doomed to toil in relative
obscurity while its steroidal i sibling gets all the press. That's a shame, because the i is an
unequivocal pleasure to drive. Rather than dismissing the i as BMW's entry-level sport sedan,
it's best to think of it as a i with less motor. These Bavarian brothers are essentially the same
everywhere except under the hood. Is the i good enough to make you forget about the i's extra
70 horsepower and pound-feet of torque? Not a chance. But it's still a world-class sport sedan
in its own right, and its buttery-smooth hp inline six-cylinder engine provides enough power for
all but the most demanding drivers. What really set our i tester apart was its optional sport
package, which provided a magical mixture of handling and compliance. We were treated to the
best of both worlds, with a ride that was never harsh, and cornering capabilities that were
downright exhilarating. You'd never guess that our i had the sport package from its supple
composure over bumps and ruts, yet it carves through the canyons at a pace that would put
some purpose-built sports cars to shame. Few vehicles at any price can match the all-around
excellence of this sport-tuned chassis. Of course, the i's worth can't be measured by its
performance alone. Sport-sedan shoppers want athletic driving dynamics in a practical package
â€” and on the latter count the i comes up a little short. This is literally true of the backseat,
where headroom and legroom are tight for even moderately tall passengers. The functionality of
the stereo and climate controls also leaves something to be desired, and while interior materials
are generally top-notch, storage nooks for cell phones and such are few and far between. If you
love to drive, though, the sport package-equipped i has no equal in this segment. The only
question is whether it's worth ponying up the extra cash for a i. Available styles include i 4dr
Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for

the Used BMW 3 Series. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Costs more than most competitors, not much interior storage space, navigation system
brings with it exasperating iDrive, plain-Jane interior design. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Having introduced two
all-new body styles last year, the 3 Series undergoes few changes for Most notable is the
addition of the xi coupe, which adds all-wheel drive to the turbocharged 3 Series two-door.
Sedans and wagons equipped with the six-speed automatic and Sport Package can now be
upgraded with steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters. The convertible carries over
unchanged. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. This car was great! When I first bought it
I loved it. It had 72k miles on it. I bought it from an Audi dealer someone had traded it in. In less
than 6 months I needed new brakes all around. The driver side headlight had also gone out.
Around 3 months after that, the passenger side headlight went out. I purchased the car in April
and by August at around 84k miles, I had to get a new transmission which thankfully was
covered under an aftermarket warranty. So within not even a year and a half, and about 12k
miles, the following repairs needed to be done: new transmission, all around brake pads, driver
and passenger side headlights, brake fluid flush, oil leak, power steering fluid leak, and some
kind of fuel sensor or something that I don't know what in the world the dealer was talking
about. Read less. I love my xi coupe. I have owned 3 series sedan, coupe, and convertible. Tis is
the best car for me. It is so versatile. Drives well in the snow, totes a good amount of cargo
when then seats are folded down, has tons of safety features, and overall I can drive in all
weather conditions. And it is a quintessential BMW. It handles sublime, is very fast and quick,
comfortable ride, excellent stereo, and looks great. I highly recommend this car. Driver's and
Mechanic's dream. Love the car but the maintenance costs are beginning to concern me.
Maintenance thus far: Via recall: fuel pump, Under CPO: Both rear bearings, front transfer case,
front bearing, all O2 sensors, idler pulley, main harness from battery to engine compartment.
Original 8yr old battery showing signs of death. Value cover gasket leak. Dealer wants Another
self install of 4hrs and 40bucks Still runs fantastic. Inner window door seal felt glue smearing
my ceramic window tint so replaced the seals. Cabin blower motor suddenly not working so
pulled module connection and reset Oil pan Gasket leaking Turbos still performing well. Love it
more everyday I bought this car in October with 2 miles on it. I have had it to the shop 1 time for
a stero fuse that went back and was replaced under the warrant. Nitrogen makes the difference
in tires, trust me. The car now has miles and it still runs great. The only notable annoyance it
that the timing clicks and has clicked since about miles but it is of no harm to the engine. Great
car. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover
Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 3 Series. Sign Up. Fully
deserving of its popularity, the BMW 3 Series sets the standard for overall driving enjoyment,
luxury and refinement in an entry-level luxury car. Only its high price will give you pause. If
you're thinking about buying an entry-level luxury car this year, your attention will undoubtedly
turn to the BMW 3 Series, which we consider the top candidate in this class by a significant
margin. Whether your priority is an engaging driving experience, an elegant cabin environment
or simply curbside prestige, this car delivers in spades. The sedan and wagon were completely
redesigned for , and this year the coupe and convertible get the same ground-up makeover. The
coupe is longer and lower than the previous-generation two-door, and with its tidier tail design,
it's arguably more attractive than the sedan. Much the same can be said of the late-arriving
convertible, as its retractable hardtop gives it much the same look as the coupe with the top
raised. With the top down, the 3 Series convertible offers clean, uninterrupted lines. The hardtop
itself is comprised of three folding steel panels which, mechanisms and all, pad on an additional
pounds over the 3 Series coupe. In order to maintain optimal front-to-rear weight distribution in
the pudgier convertible, plastic quarter panels are used up front. According to BMW, these new
panels are not only 50 percent lighter than equivalent steel versions, they're also dent-resistant.
The other major development for is the arrival of a twin-turbocharged six-cylinder engine -- it's
the first turbocharged gasoline BMW engine in decades. Standard on the top-line i convertible,
coupe and sedan which supersede last year's models , this force-fed 3. It also uses the latest
direct-fuel-injection technology, which improves efficiency and performance by contributing to
a cooler intake charge, thus allowing a high Turbo lag is essentially nonexistent, giving the new
engine the feel of a much larger normally aspirated engine. Meanwhile, last year's models give

way to the i and xi, which still have a 3. All-wheel drive is a new option on the coupe, and unlike
last year, buyers have the option of getting a rear-drive wagon. With its extensive array of body
styles and drivetrain configurations, the BMW 3 Series will accommodate just about anybody's
tastes. Want a sport sedan or sport coupe? Go with the twin-turbo engine, a manual gearbox
and the optional sport suspension. Or, you can play up the luxury angle by adding the Premium
Package and an automatic transmission. Choose all-wheel drive and the compact Bimmer
becomes a capable snowbelt car. These cars are all worth considering if you're mainly looking
for a luxury experience, but for those who put driving dynamics above all other concerns, none
will satisfy like the BMW 3 Series. A compact entry-level luxury car, the BMW 3 Series is
available in convertible, coupe, sedan and wagon body styles. All body styles come in a
rear-wheel-drive i trim level, while the coupe, sedan and wagon also come in all-wheel-drive xi
trim. In addition, the convertible, coupe and sedan are available as the rear-drive i, and the
sedan alone is available as the all-wheel-drive xi. Standard equipment on the models includes
inch alloy wheels, automatic headlights, heated mirrors, a moonroof, leatherette upholstery, real
walnut wood trim, automatic climate control, a speaker CD stereo with an input jack for MP3
players, and rain-sensing wipers. Coupe and convertible versions of the come with slightly
more equipment, including inch wheels and xenon headlamps; the coupe also has a sport-tuned
suspension while the convertible has a power-retractable hardtop. In addition to their more
powerful engine, the models have power front seats and a premium Harman Kardon Logic 7
sound system. Most 3 Series cars you encounter on dealer lots will be equipped with the
Premium Package, and many will have both the Premium and Sport Packages. The Premium
Package provides leather upholstery, a full set of auto-dimming mirrors, Bluetooth connectivity,
BMW Assist telematics, and on models, power seats. The Sport Package specifies a firmer
suspension on convertibles, sedans and wagons, along with larger wheels, performance tires,
sport seats and a higher top-speed limiter. Stand-alone extras include an iDrive-based
navigation system with real-time traffic updates, active steering, adaptive cruise control,
keyless startup known as Comfort Access , three-stage heated seats and satellite radio. You
can also replace the standard walnut interior accents with either light poplar or aluminum trim
at no additional cost. All i and xi models come with a 3. The i and xi models come with a heavily
modified version of this engine equipped with twin turbochargers and direct injection. Output is
an impressive hp and lb-ft of torque. A six-speed manual gearbox is standard across the board,
and a six-speed automatic with a manual mode is optional on all 3 Series models. Fuel economy
is above average, as rear-drive Bimmers return about 20 mpg in the city and close to 30 on the
highway. Standard safety equipment on the BMW 3 Series includes antilock disc brakes,
dynamic brake control, stability control, run-flat tires, front-seat side airbags and full-length side
curtain airbags. The 3 Series convertible lacks the side curtains but has a rollover protection
system. The stability control system integrates several features designed to improve braking
performance, such as periodically wiping the brake rotors when the windshield wipers are in
use wet brakes don't stop too well and snugging the pads to the rotors when the driver lifts off
the throttle, which increases brake responsiveness. Rear parking sensors are optional on all 3
Series cars. In NHTSA crash tests, the four-door cars earned four out of five stars for
frontal-impact safety and five stars for side-impact safety. In IIHS tests, the four-doors earned a
"Good" rating the best possible for their protection of occupants in frontal-offset and
side-impact crashes. There's no going wrong with either of the engines available in the BMW 3
Series. The standard, normally aspirated engine is a little light on low-end torque, but it moves
the car around smartly and provides slightly better mileage. The new twin-turbo engine provides
the kind of acceleration formerly associated with the high-performance M3, launching the i
coupe and sedan to 60 mph in close to 5 seconds flat. No matter which model you choose, the 3
Series' world-class suspension, steering and brakes will provide hours of entertainment on
twisty two-lane highways. Beyond simply feeling rock-solid when hustled around turns, this car
communicates with the driver in a manner that inspires confidence no matter what kind of
driving you're doing. At the same time, the 3 Series is an ideal long-distance cruiser, delivering
both a comfortably controlled ride and a quiet cabin environment. The 3 Series interiors provide
a restrained show of luxury. The emphasis, through items such as supportive seats and clean
analog gauges, is on driver comfort and involvement. Materials are high in quality and build
quality is exceptional; indeed, even the standard leatherette upholstery looks and feels better
than one would expect. The front seats have enough firm support to ward off fatigue during a
day's worth of driving, while the rear seats are adequately roomy for adults on shorter trips and
plenty accommodating for children. Trunk space is average in sedans and coupes, while the
wagon offers a maximum cargo capacity of 61 cubic feet. The convertible offers a reasonable
cargo hold when the hardtop is up, but it shrinks considerably when the top is lowered. There
are several reasons why the new BMW i Convertible has been built with a retractable hardtop

instead of a conventional cloth top. Most of them are practical but boring, like security and wind
noise. We don't remember doing much hopping around with the last 3 Series convertible , but
we know what he means. Then Dirndorfer describes the drip moldings on the new top as "the
perfect accessories, like an elegant woman's handbag," and we're thinking he's going a little too
deep into the whole "elegance" thing. Lost in translation We can see why Dirndorfer felt the
urge to take his "elegance" metaphor a little too far. The new i convertible is an attractive mix of
complex engineering and fine design. With the top up, the convertible's roof line is nearly
identical to that of the coupe. Unless you look carefully at the cut lines of the hardtop and the
distinctive angle where the rear glass meets the deck lid, you would never be able to tell the
convertible apart from a standard 3 Series coupe. Although built from lightweight steel, the
hardtop's three folding panels don't make the structure of the car any more rigid when the top is
deployed. This chore is accomplished by chassis reinforcements built into the floorpan and rear
bulkhead. This additional structure, plus the hardtop and its operating mechanism, pads on
pounds to the 3,pound i coupe for a total of 4, pounds. In order to maintain optimal front-to-rear
weight distribution, plastic quarter panels are used up front. Go ahead and mark this as the only
time BMW will ever draw technical inspiration from Saturn. No-compromise convertible With
percent-larger side windows, BMW says overall rearward visibility has been increased by 38
percent. After a few hours behind the wheel we're percent sure it's easier to see out of the i
convertible than its rag-top predecessor. In fact, when you're in the driver seat, the convertible
feels nearly identical to the coupe. Headroom isn't compromised and the interior headliner fits
perfectly without any exposed hardware. When it's time to drop the roof, you can pull the short
lever mounted on the center console between the seats, or you can even use a switch on the
key fob if you're standing beside the car. It takes all of 22 seconds on the way down and 23 ticks
on the way up, so the hardtop easily passes the stoplight test. Good thing, too, as the top won't
work on the move since the rear deck obscures the license plate as it opens up. This is a
federally mandated restriction, we're told. Tricky top If you've ever seen a card dealer cut a deck
with one hand, you have an idea of what the Edscha-engineered hardtop looks like as it retracts
and is stowed beneath the rear deck. The front piece slides over the middle panel, while the
back piece goes on top. Then the steel sandwich stacks itself neatly under the deck lid, leaving
a perfectly crisp profile from the car's nose to its tail. BMW's designers specifically pointed out
that the low beltline of the new convertible keeps the backseat from feeling like a deep-sided,
leather-lined hot tub, as with most convertibles. They're right, because the view from the
backseat is great, but legroom is in short supply and the hardtop mechanism pushes the
backrest slightly forward. Cargo room is also down a bit due to the complex top. The Still, this is
more cargo volume than the Volvo C70 , the only other hardtop in the class. An enlarged cargo
pass-through for the rear-seat backrest is a new option for a BMW convertible. It's about twice
the width of the standard pass-through behind the armrest cutout, although the rear seatback
has to be folded down to take advantage of it. It's big enough to swallow a set of golf clubs, but
you're better off taking your SUV to the course instead. Taking the edge off The twin-turbo,
horsepower 3. BMW claims this new convertible with its six-speed manual transmission will
accelerate to 60 mph 5. We think the optional six-speed automatic is the better setup for this
car, though. This new ZF-engineered transmission makes very quick, precisely timed shifts in
the automatic mode, and shift paddles mounted on the steering wheel let you shift manually. It's
interesting that a company known for offering manual gearboxes in nearly all of its models has
introduced an automatic so good that it nearly makes a stick shift seem obsolete. The
convertible's structural reinforcements prove their worth on the road, because there's zero cowl
shake and no noticeable flex in the body either. BMW says this convertible has the highest
torsional rigidity of any convertible in its history, and we can tell you that it drives that way.
Meanwhile, air turbulence in the cockpit is well controlled, too, especially with the rear-seat
wind blocker in place. Push this car hard on the road and it feels like the convertible has been
dialed back one notch compared to the coupe. There's a bit less road feel and the car makes
slower transitions from turn to turn. It invites you to thrash it in the same way as the 3 Series
coupe does. Sure, there are convertibles like the Audi A4 cabriolet , Mercedes-Benz CLK and
Volvo C70, but none of them put together hp, a retractable hardtop and a stiff, driver-oriented
chassis all in one package like the BMW. Factor in all that elegance, and it's not even close.
Edmunds attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected members of the press
were invited, to facilitate this report. Available styles include i 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,

read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used BMW 3 Series. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Costs more than most
competitors, not much interior storage space. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The BMW 3 Series coupe returns for with a
twin-turbocharged six-cylinder engine and a sleek new body that puts more aesthetic distance
between it and the sedan. Rated for horsepower, that twin-turbo engine also finds its way to the
BMW 3 Series sedan line, where the i becomes the i but still displaces an even 3. Now rated for
hp, base 3 Series coupes, sedans and wagons are renamed i and, when equipped with all-wheel
drive, xi. Note that the coupe and wagon can be had in both rear-drive and AWD configurations
this year. Equipment changes include a lengthened four-year subscription to BMW Assist
telematics on cars with the Premium Package and real-time traffic updates on models with the
navigation system. Midway through the model year, BMW introduces a redesigned 3 Series
convertible with a retractable hardtop, and an all-wheel-drive xi sedan. Read more. Write a
review See all reviews. Plastic engine parts - really? This is apparently common for these
models after 60K. Mine had 76K and was regularly serviced at the dealer. In my case, oil leaked
onto the ignition coils, causing the engine to misfire. Unbelievable that the 'ultimate driving
machine' uses plastic on a part that is subject to such heat. I have owned 2 i sedans. Fun and
fast. Door locks fixed under warranty. Turbo wastegates fixed under warranty. Fuel pump
defective and replaced at no charge due to recall. Tires can't be rotated with sport pkg so need
new tires frequently. Michelin sport tires are the best tires, a little more expensive but worth it.
Cupholder broken still havent fixed. Read less. I just bought recently i with 71K on it and as for
6 year old car the condition of it is excellent. I am very satisfied with its interior and exterior
design, the car has great performance. As for the Coupe the car is extremely reliable and
Comfort. I don't know why people complain about its comfort and build quality because it is a
performance car and what do you expect when you buy a used Beamer? So everything depends
on what life the car lived. Dinan Tuned i Convertible. I love my Dinan Tuned twin turbo conver
hiniker v plow
pro comp distributor wiring diagram
2008 suzuki forenza engine diagram
tible! I am the 2nd owner and bought a BMW that was maintained very well under extended
warranty by the first owner. That includes a fuel pump, fuel injectors, water pump and twin
turbos. I flew in one way to LA to pick up my BMW after evaluating Carfax report and service
records that the previous owner provided and verifying that BMW dealership replaced all
important parts including HPFP, all fuel injectors, both turbos, water pump, thermostat, oil filter
housing gasket, oil pan gasket, intake manifold gasket, oil cooler gasket, spark plugs, front
control arm bushings, front tie rod assembly and other misc. Don't buy salvage BMW's either most have odometer rolled back and are in poor mechanical shape. Good luck! Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average
Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 3 Series. Sign Up.

